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the best of tokyo in 5 days
sample itinerary for first May 11
2024
in this post we ll give you a sample 5 day itinerary in
reality five days might not be enough to cover most of
what this megalopolis has to offer but it s a good start
if you re visiting tokyo for the first time it might be a
good idea to trim down the attractions to the classics

the perfect tokyo 5 day itinerary
and city guide 2023 Apr 10 2024
the perfect 5 day itinerary for tokyo including budget
information the best things to do in tokyo affordable
accommodation transport information and food advice
japan tokyo

tokyo 5 day itinerary Mar 09
2024
five days gives you a great look at the city and time for
a daytrip outside the city base yourself somewhere
central to save time on day 1 visit modern tokyo on
the west side on day 2 visit traditional tokyo on the
east side on day 3 take a day trip outside of tokyo to
nikko kamakura or mt fuji on day 4 visit the imperial
palace area
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27 best things to do in tokyo
condé nast traveler Feb 08 2024
our top recommendations for the best things to do in
tokyo japan with pictures and travel tips find fun things
to do best places to visit unusual things to do and
more for couples adults

5 day tokyo itinerary for
beginners how to have the best
trip Jan 07 2024
welcome to this detailed 5 day tokyo itinerary
designed as the ultimate guide for first time visitors to
japan i have updated it as of january 2024 to reflect
new attractions and must do experiences

tokyo itinerary 5 days in japan s
dynamic and we3travel Dec 06
2023
tokyo itinerary 5 days in japan s dynamic and futuristic
capital tokyo may be the most populated city in the
world but it is also a futuristic land of robot restaurants
multi purpose vending machines adorable characters
and highly efficient transportation you may half expect
to see flying cars weaving between the skyscrapers
yet
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what to do in tokyo a 5 day
tokyo itinerary nerd nomads
Nov 05 2023
here we give you a complete guide and itinerary to
tokyo with all the highlights of tokyo table of contents
day 1 meiji jingu shrine shopping japanese pop culture
day 2 shopping tsukiji fish market japanese garden
river cruise tokyo skytree day 3 senso ji temple tokyo
national museum ueno park

the perfect 5 day tokyo itinerary
the best of japan Oct 04 2023
in fact our tokyo 5 day itinerary will take you to some
off the beaten path activities in tokyo as well as a day
trip to hakone one of the best onsen natural hot
springs towns in japan though there are various tokyo
itineraries i recommend not spending more than 5
days in tokyo

tokyo city guide what to do in
tokyo japan guide com Sep 03
2023
conveniently set in the edogawa district of tokyo 7
rooms hotel cafe is situated 1 3 km from furukawa
shinsui park 1 5 km from gyosen park and 1 6 km from
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ukita park the 2 star hotel has air conditioned rooms
with a private bathroom and free wifi the property is
non smoking and is located 700 metres from subway
museum

tokyo itinerary how to spend 5
epic days in tokyo Aug 02 2023
1 how to spend 5 days in tokyo 1 1 tokyo 5 day
itinerary day 1 1 1 1 stop 1 asakusa 1 1 2 stop 2 senso
ji temple 1 2 tokyo itinerary day 2 1 2 1 stop 1
ameyoko americaya 1 2 2 stop 2 akihabara 1 3 tokyo
itinerary day 3 1 3 1 stop 1 shibuya 1 3 2 stop 2
harajuku 1 3 3 stop 3 metropolitan government
building

tokyo all you must know before
you go 2024 tripadvisor Jul 01
2023
2 341 this 133 acre free park near harajuku and
shibuya is one of tokyo s largest and most beloved
parks making it a great place to see tokyoites at play
families couples students and groups of all
nationalities come for weekend picnics on wide grassy
lawns or to play sports ranging from soccer to frisbee
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here s a 5 day tokyo itinerary
for experiencing the best of May
31 2023
klook anz last updated 27 mar 2024 image credits to
nickpanisara and klook discover tokyo s highlights
tokyo is unlike any other city in the world and is totally
deserving of its own status as a bucket list destination

16 top rated tourist attractions
in tokyo planetware Apr 29 2023
1 enjoy nature and art at the meiji shrine 2 explore the
shinjuku gyoen national garden 3 enjoy nature at ueno
park and ueno zoo 4 visit the sensō ji temple 5 shop til
you drop in the ginza district 6 see the view from the
tokyo skytree 7 wander through the tokyo national
museum 8 tour the imperial palace 9

the 15 best things to do in tokyo
2024 with photos Mar 29 2023
asia japan kanto tokyo prefecture things to do in tokyo
japan tokyo attractions explore popular experiences
see what other travelers like to do based on ratings
and number of bookings see all day trips 272 city tours
350 points of interest landmarks 839 street food tours
69 culinary tours 95 theme parks 24
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19 essential things to do in
tokyo neighborhoods to visit
Feb 25 2023
u s news insider tip take a 20 minute walk northwest of
ueno park to the more than 100 000 square foot
yanaka cemetery the first public burial ground in tokyo
and an oasis of foliage and

time out tokyo the best things
to do in tokyo Jan 27 2023
5 best discount train deals and rail passes for short
trips from tokyo travel to nikko hakone kawagoe
kawaguchiko and kamakura with these cheap
shinkansen and local train deals

23 top tourist attractions in
tokyo map touropia Dec 26 2022
5 tokyo tower 4 shinjuku gyoen national garden 3 meiji
shrine 2 ueno park 1 sensoji temple map of things to
do in tokyo japan

5 day ultimate japan itinerary to
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tokyo and kyoto planet Nov 24
2022
buy tickets either from a machine or from someone at
a desk to kyoto at tokyo station you have a few options
first the nozomi is the fastest option bullet train you
can take from here to kyoto secondly the hikari is
included in the japan rail pass if you choose to buy this
and is only 20 minutes longer

the tokyo international forum
aia Oct 24 2022
the tokyo international forum designed by rafael viñoly
architects is a landmark exhibition and conference
center in tokyo it is recognized for its innovative
architectural design which features a striking glass
atrium and multi purpose hall exemplifying structural
transparency and public engagement twenty five year
award

5 unique non touristy
neighborhoods to visit in tokyo
Sep 22 2022
yanaka is one of tokyo s most charming old
neighborhoods it was largely spared during world war ii
and has managed to resist all out modernization
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resulting in a wonderfully retro atmosphere part of the
greater yanesen area comprised of the three lovely
historical districts yanaka nezu and sendagi yanaka is
full of temples and
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